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Dear John,

NEW HEIGHTS FOR CBD, IMPACT OF DAPS IN FREMANTLE
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I write to you about the controversial issue of new building heights for the Fremantle
CBD and in particular tonight's council agenda item PSCT 107-134 City Centre
Strategic Srfes Working Group Recommendations. lt is clear that a lot of work has
been undertaken by the Working Group in an effort to encourage stimulation of
Fremantle's economy and to provide guidance for future high quality development in
Fremantle.

However, I am concerned that the Working Group may have underestimated the
power and role of the new Development Assessment Panel (DAP) for future
Fremantle developments, with the proposed amendment to remove CBD height limits
in certain cases.

This new 5 member DAP will be the independent decision maker for development
proposals valued at more than $7 million and it may consider those greater than $3
million in Fremantle. Of the 5 DAP members, 3 will be appointed by the Minister and
2 will be local government councillors. The 'Metro South-West DAP' will cover the
local government areas of Cockburn, East Fremantle, Fremantle, Rockingham and
Kwinana.

The proposed 'Alternative Recommendation' submitted by Cr Andrew Sullivan to
your Local Planning Scheme 4 (LPS4) to allow for'Additional discretionary height'
in relation to street blocks D, E, and G may lead to unintentional outcomes, with no
appeal right for your council. While the proposed amendment attempts to prescribe
high quality development as the criteria for triggering the discretion, many of the tests
are subjective and hence open to interpretation (eg use of terms like 'exceptional
standard of design', 'best practice' etc.)

Similarly there is no guidance on how far the height discretion may be exercised for
these 3 blocks - would 10 storeys be acceptable, or would 20? The DAP may
interpret this discretion to mean that any buiHing height is permissible.



Given that your survey found that 58% of residents oppose heights greater than 3
storeys (see Herald 23 July 2011), you risk possibly alienating many residents by
removing height restrictions in this manner.

It is my commitment to Fremantle Council being the decision maker for Fremantle
development that led me to vote against this DAP legislation on 6 May 2010, despite
both the Liberal Government and the Opposition (Labor party) supporting it. lt was
clear to me that the City of Fremantle would effectively be sidelined from the decision
making process for important Fremantle developments. Now that this has become
law, the best insurance for Fremantle is a robust and highly prescriptive LPS4.

The DAP ts"required to make decisions in accordance with the existing planning
framework, and take into account any local or sfafe planning policy or other matters
that the responsible authority would be required to take into accounf' (see Minister
Day Hansard, 18 November 2009.) This means that a specific and prescriptive LPS4
is the best way for the Council to guide and influence the DAP. The provision of
discretion for a sensitive issue like CBD heights is courting future trouble in my view.
Hypothetically, if the DAP approved a building of the scale of Fremantle Hospital for
the Westgate Mall street block, there may be no recourse for Council.

I suggest that it would be prudent to defer this item tonight. This would enable you to
seek independent legal advice on how this height discretion may be interpreted by
the DAP and it would enable you time to engage the local community in this all
important conversation about future CBD heights.

Yours sincerely

o c*a*
Adele Carles
Member for Fremantle


